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Note From the Editor
A lot has changed since the publication of the Spring Edition of Die
Weinrebe. First, you probably noticed our new, more up to date appearance. This is thanks to HVR member David Sill who has generously
volunteered to help take our newsletter to the next level. We hope you
enjoy the new look! Also, ordinarily, at this time, we would be celebrating our 45th Anniversary year by featuring photos and a description
of our annual Spring Breakout crowded with HVR members admiring
each other’s beautiful Porsches, and gathering together to enjoy good
food and conversation.
In addition, we would have featured exciting photos of our recent
HPDE at Lime Rock as well as reminding everyone of upcoming social
and driving events. Unfortunately, with the advent of the CoronaVirus
pandemic that has changed our world in innumerable ways, what it
means to be “a car club” has changed as well, at least for the time being.
Remarkably, from what I can tell, the spirit and camaraderie of our members remain high. So, I am grateful for that.
In this issue, we hope to share that spirit and communicate how we are all adapting to the current circumstances and
finding new ways to share our love of Porsches with our friends, family, and fellow Hudson Valley Region members.
Be well - Bruce Coopersmith, President

How to Keep Fueling your Porsche Passion
During the Corona Virus “Pause”:
1) Test your Porsche knowledge with our weekly dose of Porscherelated trivia questions. Watch for them in our “enews... From HVR”
in your email.
2) Join our Facebook Group and connect with fellow members.
You can share your photos and stories of your Porsche projects
and activities.
3) Get involved with Sim Racing. This is a great way to work on your
driving skills while stuck at home. It takes some investment in
equipment and learning new skills, but at least you won’t worry about
damaging your pride and joy! (See the accompanying article on page
3, “How to Get Started in Sim Racing”. Also, check out some PCA Sim
Racing videos on youtube).
4) Consider helping out the Board with planning and conducting
club-related activities. Contact our Membership Chair and Secretary,
Jeff Kriz at jwkriz@verizon.net to find out how to get more involved.
5) Shop at our online store where you can buy custom embroidered
HVR/PCA apparel and other merchandise at low prices.
Go to https://hvrpca.qbstores.com .

Welcome New Members
Here is an example of how our mutual love
of Porsches and wanting to share those good
feelings with others endures despite the stress
of coping with very difficult circumstances: a
sizable list of new members since the middle
of March! So let’s give them a big shout out for
joining the club in the midst of uncertain times!
Joe Monserrat - 2009 911 Carrera S, Matte Gray
Sal Marangi - 2018 911 Carrera GTS, GT Silver
James Griggs - no car listed
Jeff McNamee - 2019 911 Turbo S Cabriolet, Gray
Nicholas Romano - 2018 Cayman S, Chalk
Christopher Mallory - 1987 911 Turbo, Red
Howard Hendler - Test Drive
Phil Fischer - 2020 Panamera 4 E-Hybrid
Matthew Mandia - 1993 968, Grand Prix White
Bill McDonald - 2007 Cayman S, Black
Tim Norman - no car listed
Jason Mankoo - 2010 911 Carrera, Black
Allen Haines - 2018 911 Carrera S, Black

Filling the Void; HVR Members Share Photos of their Porsches “Social Distancing”
Mac Dorris

Tom Szarsyk

Tom Neary

Charlie Dermody

Lou Giovanetti

Prakash Patel

Getting Started in Sim Racing, Part 1

Buying the Equipment
First off it should be noted that high-end sim equipment is not a substitute for skill. Your sim-racing experience will be
dictated far more by your skill level than by the quality of your equipment. Sim racing does not necessarily require buying
a wheel and pedals; Jacques Villeneuve recently finished sixth in a recent legends f1 race using an Xbox controller, however, a proper wheel and pedals will be more user friendly than a controller. There are a wide range of prices on equipment,
and there will be a lot of factors to consider when making this decision (budget, goals, physical space to put your rig).

Steering Wheel and Base
Your steering wheel base will produce “Force Feedback” that will help you feel how much grip the car has and how the
weight is being transferred throughout the car. A quality wheel base can be expensive, but it is also an incredibly
important part of your rig. Racecar drivers rely heavily on the feedback from their backside to feel the car sliding and
weight transferring throughout the vehicle. Unless you purchase a Motion Rig, you will not be able to utilize this sense,
and therefore will rely more heavily on the feedback from the wheel base. Steering wheel bases generally start around
$200, with higher end options costing up to $1,500.
The steering wheel that attaches to the wheel base is less important in my opinion. The wheel should have: paddle
shifters and a practical number of programmable buttons (around 11 or so). Most modern racecars use a semi-automatic
gearbox, so a steering wheel with paddle shifters is becoming more practical. The programmable buttons will allow the
driver to perform a number of important functions such as flash their lights, operate the radio, adjust their pit strategy,
adjust brake bias, and many others, without taking their hands off of the wheel. Some entry-level wheel bases include a
steering wheel. Generally, higher end wheel bases require a steering wheel to be purchased separately. Steering wheels
for higher end wheel bases generally start around $250 and go up from there.

Pedals and Shifter
Pedals are also quite important for a Sim rig. A quality set of pedals will utilize a brake pedal feedback pulse that will
allow the driver to feel the threshold of braking ability in their foot. This braking feedback will allow the driver to brake
more consistently without locking the brakes up or activating the ABS when applicable. A foot clutch is becoming less
necessary with the emergence of the semi-automatic gearbox, so purchasing 2 pedals is a less expensive option. This
will allow you to practice your left foot braking; a skill which is becoming more important in motorsports in recent years.
Entry-level pedals generally start around $100 with higher end pedals going for as much as $1,500

Cockpit and Seat
Wheel bases can usually be mounted to a desk, and pedal mounts can be purchased for a reasonable price.You can use
a computer chair or a “gaming” chair and go sim racing from your home office. Or you can purchase a specialized sim
racing cockpit with a “realistic” racing seat and TV/Monitor stands. This will make mounting the steering wheel base,
pedals, and monitor much easier and give you a more authentic driving experience. If you have the budget and space
for a sim racing cockpit, I would highly recommend one. With that being said, plenty of highly competitive sim racers
use entry-level equipment mounted to a computer desk. As I said before, the equipment does not make you fast, the
skill does. Sim racing cockpits generally start around $600 with a seat and go up with increased accessories.

Virtual Reality (VR), Triple Monitor, or Single Monitor
VR offers the most immersive driving experience because the driver can use the same visual references (braking markers,
turn-in points, apex’s, etc.) as they would in real life. Triple Monitor is the preferred setup by many, but not all, competitive Sim Racers, but is expensive and takes up quite a bit of space. A single monitor will offer budget-minded Sim Racers
the best opportunity to get their feet wet before deciding between VR or Triple Monitors. VR headsets generally start at
around $400 and go up from there.

What kind of gaming Personal Computer (PC) to buy
Each game has different system requirements; often a “minimum requirement” and a “recommended requirement”. In
my opinion, this is where you should make your biggest initial investment. Meeting the “recommended requirements”
or even higher will help the game run smoothly, which will in turn, help you drive smoothly. It is also worth noting -- if
you buy a high-end gaming PC, but decide Sim Racing isn’t for you, you still have a useful PC. Gaming PCs for sim racing
generally start around $1,000, and will go up depending on the quality of graphics card, processor speed, number of
cores/threads, amount of ram, and hard drive storage.

Congratulations!
And speaking of Sim Racing, Congratulations to HVR member
Michael Coopersmith for his first-place finish in the PCA Sim Racing
Series at Sebring (Rookie Class), on April 10, 2020!
Michael joined the PCA Sim Racing Series late, only competing
infour races this season, but podiumed in three of his four races.
Also, thanks to Michael for writing the informative article on Getting Started in Sim Racing.
Stayed tuned for Part 2.

We hope you enjoy reading
Die Weinrebe, which is sent
via email to all HVR members
who have provided an email
address on their PCA account.
You can also find the current
and past issues of the
newsletter on our website by
clicking on the Die Weinrebe
tab. In an effort to “Go Green”,
as well as keep printing and
postage costs down, a
printed copy of Die Weinrebe
will only be mailed out to
those who request to be
on the mailing list.
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If you have not already done so, you can join the list by sending a request via email to our Secretary,
Jeff Kriz via email jwkriz@verizon.net
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